Yoon administration’s policy priorities
The incoming Yoon administration released a list
of its policy priorities on 3 May for the upcoming
five-year term, which consist of 6 overarching
goals, 20 promises, and 110 objectives.
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Restoring common sense

Bold future of autonomy and creativity

Economy

Diplomacy

Dynamic economy driven by the
private sector and gov’t support

Global backbone national contributing
to freedom, peace and prosperity

Society

Local

Happiness through warm
companion

To be updated after 9 May

Key objectives

Establish common sense and fairness
Remedy real estate policy in the public's
interest
Become a communicative president and
well-operating government

•
•
•

Lay the foundation for innovative growth
through development of economic system
Foster core strategic industries for
economic growth
Centre small and medium-sized venture
companies in the heart of the economy
Create innovative financial system in the
digital transition era
Build national infrastructure connecting
the sky, land, and ocean

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

9) Provide more support to the people in need •
10) Create a society where the value of labour •

is respected

Society

Objectives

Politics

20 promises
1)
2)

Promises

11) Establish a happy society and a dignified

•
•

Korea through sharing of culture

Enhance infectious disease response system
Abolish nuclear phase-out policy
Normalise fiscal policy to support private
sector-led growth
Establish world-class "digital platform government"
Enhance economic vitality through regulatory
innovation
Promote growth-oriented industrial strategy
Become global bio- and digital health leader
Become leader in future strategic industries such
as semiconductors, AI, and batteries
Revitalise market economy through fair
competition
Establish digital asset infrastructure and regulatory
system
Build sustainable welfare state
Prevent industrial accidents
Establish fair labour-management relations
Establish a win-win working environment through
labour-management cooperation

12) Prioritise safety and health of the people
13) Foster agricultural and rural fishing areas
14) Set the stage for a leap forward led by

Future

Diplomacy

•
science and technology
15) Cultivate innovative talent through creative •
education
16) Create a sustainable future through carbon •
neutrality
17) Build a bridge of hope to support the youth •

Step up as digital leader through public-private
cooperation
Accelerate digital transformation and build worldleading networks
Transition to green economy through scientific
carbon neutrality measures
Achieve circular economy through recycling

18) Normalise inter-Korean relations and

Diplomacy based on the values and common
interest of democracy
Reinforce status as global leader
Strengthen national cybersecurity response
capabilities
Strengthen ROK-US military alliance and expand
cooperation in defense, science, and technology

create peace on the Korean Peninsula
19) Protect the values of democracy and
contribute to global prosperity
20) Foster a military backed by science and
technology and remember war heroes
forever

•
•
•
•

